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ABSTRACT 

Ab initio molecular-dynamics simulations in periodic supercells containing 64 up 

to 216 Si host atoms were used to study the static and dynamic properties of neutral self-

interstitial aggregates, /„, in silicon. 

The lowest energy configurations for /„, n<5, have been identified. Each of / 

and 12 has one local minimum, while the potential energy surface for aggregates of three 

or more /s have 2 several local minima, leading to a range of metastable configurations. 

Constant temperature runs show that 12 and the most stable 1° clusters are highly 

mobile. In these complexes, all the self-interstitials are located around a single bond 

centered site, a feature that greatly facilitates exchange process and is responsible for the 

rapid diffusion. Simulations of /* show that the three /s exchange sites with each other, 

but the center of the defect remains at the same place. Simulations of/ and I^ show no 

diffusion or exchange on the same time scale. 

Next, the highly mobile I^ 'units' are assumed to be the building blocks for self-

interstitial precipitates. We study the interactions I" +1" -^ /^ and I^ +1^ -»Ig by 

bringing an I" toward either I" or /^ along various crystalline directions in 216 host 

silicon atoms supercells. The calculations show that these reactions occur at a substantial 

gain in energy and that the stacking along some directions is energetically preferred over 

others. The results suggest that precipitation mechanisms involving rapidly moving self-

interstitial clusters could play an important role in the formation of extended defects. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Semiconductors such as silicon Si are important because they have found 

applications ahnost in all branches of industry and areas of daily life. Silicon crystals can 

be grown with purity far m excess of what has been achieved in the case of metals and 

insulators. When perfect, these materials are msulators. However, semiconductors can be 

doped to achieve n-type or p-type conductors and their resistivity can be made to vary 

over many orders of magnitude 10"^-10*Q cm. However, undesired defects and 

impurities affect carrier concentrations and lifetimes, sometimes dramatically. "Defect 

confrol" is the name of the game, and control implies a microscopic understanding of the 

interactions taking place in the material. 

Defects influence the mechanical, optical, and especially electrical properties of 

crystalline silicon. In fact the entire semiconductor industry has been made possible by 

the ability to alter the electrical and optical properties of a crystalline semiconductor by 

the addition and control of fraceable amounts of impurities and other point defects. 

The two basic native point defects in crystalline silicon are the vacancy V and the 

self-interstitial 7. A vacancy is created when an atom moves away from its regular site, 

and self-interstitial is formed when an excess host atom is present in an otherwise perfect 

region of the crystal. The vacancy-interstitial pafr is known as a Frankel defect (Fig. 1.1). 

These simple point defects form the fundamental building blocks from which many 

intt-insic defects form: V„ or I„ aggregates, some types of dislocations, and even 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a Frankel pair in a two dimensional crystal. 

surfaces. Further, Vs and / s supply some of the key mechanisms by which high 

temperature impurity diffusion and mass transport processes often occur. 

Vacancies and self-interstitials are produced by a variety of processing steps, in 

particular ion implantation, the formation of surface layers (Al back-contacts, oxides, «* 

layers), high-T anneals, etching, etc. 

The vacancy in silicon has been studied in great detail [1-8]. It is one of the best-

characterized point defects in any crystalline material. The stable charge states of the 

vacancy m Si are the spin singlets F*' ' ,F°, and V~~ [5, 6]. V^^ is stable in T^ 

symmetry. Its activation energy for diffusion has been measured in p-type silicon to be 

0.32 eV [1]. The neufral vacancy (Fig.l.2.a) and V'~ have T ĵ̂  symmetry, and the two 

elecfron pafrs reside in two long, reconstructed. Si - Si bond [2]. The activation energy 

for diffusion has been determmed to be 0.45 eV for V° in high resistivity silicon and 

0.18eV for V~~ in n-type silicon [7]. Neufral vacancies attract each other and form 



larger F„ clusters and aggregates. Estreicher et al [4] found tiiat V^ is particularly stable 

and is a gettering center for a variety of impurities such as H, O, or tt^sition metals. 

The key indicator of tiie presence of vacancies in Czochralski silicon (CZ-Si) is 

the appearance [10] of the well-known vacancy-oxygen pair or A center [9]. In tiie A 

center, tiie oxygen resides slightly off center from tiie substittitional site and binds to two 

neighboring silicon atoms [9, 10]. The otiier two silicon neighbors reconstruct. The 

vacancy-oxygen complex is electrically active, with a deep level 0.18 eV below the 

conduction band minimum. The vacancy can trap many other mterstitial impurities such 

as H [3,8], Cu [12], and many others. 

In confrast, the self-interstitial (Fig. 1.2.c) has never been observed dfrectly in 

silicon. It is believed that its activation energy for diffusion in the presence of minority 

carriers is so low that it diffuses athermally. This could be the result of recombination-

enhanced diffusion [13-16], or the Bourgoin-Corbett mechanism [17-22]. In the 

recombination-enhanced diffusion the assumption is that electron-hole pairs recombine at 

the self-interstitial, which releases an energy equal to the gap and "kicks" 7 over a 

diffusion barrier. In the Bourgoin-Corbett mechanism, the equilibrium configuration in 

one charge state is a saddle point in an other. In the presence of minority carriers, I 

continuosly fraps an e~ or h* and thus continously finds itself at a saddle pomt of the 

energy. In both cases, athermal diffusion stops as soon as minority carriers disappear. 

By then, the Is have diffused away to the surface, recombined with Vs, precipitated, or 

disappeared by kicking-out substitutional impurities. 
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Figure 1.2: Intrinsic point defects in c-silicon. (a) Si at the perfect site with its four 
nearest-neighbors, (b) The neutral vacancy has D2d symmetry and the four electrons 
resides in two reconstructed Si - Si bonds, (c) The lowest energy configuration of the 
neufral self-interstitial, the split-<110> structure. The point at the center of the cube 
shows the substitutional site. 

The shrmking device dimensions and the need to scale key device parameters has 

brought into play a whole array of complex non-equilibrium diffusion phenomena, such 

as fransient enhanced diffusion (TED). TED is caused by the kick-out of substitutional 

dopant atoms with silicon interstitials. The source of self-interstitials (often introduced 

by the implantation of dopant) are either small aggregates or large precipitates ({311} or 



{I l l} rods or platelets). TED dramatically broadens out dopant profiles and drives the 

deactivation of elecfrically active dopant in critical device regions. 

The extended platelets in {311} or {111} planes [23, 24, 25] provide a reservofr 

of / s which, when released, promote the TED of shallow acceptors, such as boron [26, 

27, 28]. Decreasing the ion implantation energy can suppress the formation of 

macroscopic {311} defects, thus reducing boron TED. However, boron TED exists even 

at very low implantation energy (below 10 KeV) in samples with no visible {311} 

defects [28, 29]. This implies that microscopic interstitial defects, like interstitial clusters, 

confribute to the process. 

The lack of experimental information about the structure of 7 and the interstitial 

clusters of intermediate size prevents the understanding and modeling of interactions 

between defects and dopants in silicon, which is a key issue for the development of fiiture 

generation of silicon integrated circuits. 

The present dissertation deals with the calculation of the ab initio level of small 

7„ clusters and with the dynamics of thefr interactions and precipitation. 

1.1 Previous Work 

1.1.1 Experunental Work 

As mentioned above, no experimental information exists on the isolated self-

interstitial in Si. However, a number of complexes involving self-mterstitials have been 

identified experimentally. The sttaicture and properties of the frapped interstitial are of 

interest because of the possible clues they contain concerning the properties of the 



isolated silicon interstitial before it frapped. One of the most important complexes is the 

fe^C,} pafr [30 - 33]. Carbon is a common substitutional impurity, Cs- When self-

interstitials are present, the efficiently reaction C, + 7 -» C, generate rapidly diffusing 

C/s which trap at C, leading to the formation of {C^,C,] pairs. The {C^,C] pafr is one 

of the few well-characterized defects with energy level in tiie upper half of the band gap. 

It is regarded as a monitor of the presence of free self-interstitials [10]. 

A number of experimentalist have observed defects and assigned them to the self-

mterstitial or to I„ aggregates. The most important ones are the P2 and B3 electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) centers, tiie W photoluminescence (PL) band, and tiie El 

defect seen by deep level fransient specfroscopy (DLTS). 

Jung and Newell [34] ffrst observed the P6 spectrum, which they called "center 

IX." The OT^ = - j / to m^ = j/y fransition center was seen in both p-type CZ-5/ and 

Float-Zone silicon (FZ-Si) after irradiation at 320 K with a fast neutron flux in the range 

of 10'^ to 2 X lO'^cffj"^. The center consist of three lines which anneal together at 450K. 

The isochronal anneal startmg from 370 K in steps of 25 K for 30 minutes for the FZ-Si 

sample was in agreement with those for crucible grown material. This implies that the 

center is independent of all impurities, including oxygen. 

The same center was later seen by Lee et al. [35] after a room temperature 

irradiation. They report that tiie center has a type-II monoclinic (Ci) symmetry at low 

temperature (200 K). Above this temperature tiie defect undergoes a tiiermal 

reorientation process so that the effective symmetry is observed to be type-II rhombic 



(Dj) symmetty. Lee [36] proposed a model for P6 as a di-interstitial (7 )̂ with tiie two 

interstitials aligned along tiie [001] dfrection, eitiier side of an occupied $Si$ lattice site. 

However, he used a simple one-electron linear combination of atomic orbitals approach 

(LCAO) witiiin extended Huckel tiieory in a cluster of 49 Si atoms plus the defect. 

Extended Huckel is semiempfrical, not self-consistent, and uses a product wavefunctions 

which does not obey Pauli's principle. Lee's prediction conflicts with two ab initio 

calculations. Ffrst, Kim et al [37] found the configuration proposed in Ref [36] to be 

metastable (see below) and our calculations (Sec. 3.2) imply that h is a highly mobile 

complex, at least in the neutral (spin 0) charge state. 

The B3 EPR center was first reported by Daly [38] in 1971. A p-type FZ-5/ 

sample was irradiated with 6.6x10''neutron/cm^ at room temperature, and annealed for 

20 minutes at 540 K, then quenched to 30 K for EPR study. The center possesses D2d 

symmetry like the vacancy, and anneals out at 770 K. The defect is assumed to be 

intrinsic since its concenfration is much larger than that of oxygen or carbon in the 

sample used. 

Four years later, Brower [39] did an analysis of the hyperfine structure of the 

positive charged state (spin XC) of this defect and found that two equivalent 5"/ atoms lie 

along the <001> axis with only 9% of the unpafred elecfron localized on each of these 

two atoms. The lack of low temperature sfress response for B3 suggests that the D2d 

symmetry does not resuh from a Jahn-Teller distortion. Mukashev et al. [40] correlated 

the Ev + 0.29 eV DLTS level observed m carbon-implanted silicon with the same B3 EPR 



center. Recently, tiie Exeter theory group [41] identified 7; witii the B3 EPR center. Its 

symmetry, structure, elecfronic character, and stress response strongly support this 

assignment. Our own calculations of 7̂  (Sec. 3.2) confirm tiie stability of this structure. 

The W (PL) band, with zero phonon line at 1018.2 meV at low temperamre, is 

created in crystalline silicon by radiation damage, especially by bombardment with 

energetic particles such as neufron or ions. It is seen in both n-type and p-type silicon 

following Si implantation [42]. Annealing at ~500 K for 30 mmutes maximize the 

intensity of the line, and annealing above 600 K produce a sharp drop in its intensity [43, 

44]. Uniaxial stress measurements were performed on this center in FZ-Si samples [45]. 

The samples were immersed in liquid He at 4.2 K, and luminescence was performed with 

Kr laser. The numbers of the stress split components and thefr relative intensities were 

consistent with an elecfric dipole transition between non-degenerate states of a trigonal 

center. 

The same defect was studied by groups in Japan [46] and Italy [47]. The Japanese 

group used eight n-type CZ-Si and FZ- 5/ samples with different concentrations of O and 

C. They implanted the samples with carbon or other elements such as hydrogen and 

silicon. In the carbon-implanted samples a decrease of the W center intensity with the 

increase of oxygen concentration was observed. For silicon and hydrogen implanted 

samples, the intensities of the W center were ahnost the same for both FZ and CZ 

crystals. Since carbon sfrongly reduces the self-interstitial concentration, they atfributed 

the W center to a cluster of self-interstitials, and argued that tiie decrease in the W center 

in carbon-implanted samples was due to the consumption of / s by carbon. The Italian 



group confirmed this assumption based on temperature evolution and depth profile of tiie 

defect, and attributed the center to the fri-interstitial cluster proposed by Coomer et al 

(see below) [48]. Our calculations confirm tiie stability and tiie symmetry of tiie sttiicttire 

they proposed, but show it to be a metastable configuration (see below). 

Mukashev et ai [49] have done extensive studies on tiie El DLTS center. They 

used boron or aluminum doped silicon in botii CZ and FZ samples. Samples were 

bombarded by 4 MeV electrons, 30 MeV protons or 4.7 MeV a-particles. The 

irradiations were performed at 80 - 280 K. The El (Ec - 0.39 eV) defect was observed in 

proton or a-particles irradiated samples. In elecfron irradiated samples, the El was 

present with very small concentration. Minority carrier injection is required to detect the 

level, because it is located above mid gap. At the same time, high concentrations of the 

minority carriers results in the disappearance of El. Because of this, they had to detect 

the El level in Schottky barrier junctions, in which the high mjection is unattainable by 

forward biasing. 

The El level was observed in all CZ and FZ samples irrespective of the dopant. 

Therefore this level does not include impurity atoms and should be an intrinsic complex. 

The level disappear completely in 10 minutes anneal at 350 K. The same group 

correlated the El defect with the intense AA12 EPR signal that they observed after 

irradiation at 77 K of oxygen-free FZ samples [50]. They have associated both tiie El 

DLTS level and AA12 EPR spectrum to a simple defect and suggested it arises from the 

isolated self-mterstitial. 



DLTS and PL along with transmission elecfron microscopic (TEM) provide a 

good tool to study the evolution from small interstitial clusters to extended defects. A 

group in Bell Laboratories in collaboration witii a group in Italy [51-55] has done an 

extensive study to check tiie formation, evolution and annihilation of interstitial clusters 

in ion hnplanted silicon. They investigate the transition from small clusters to {311} 

defects and beyond. For tiiis sttidy, tiiey use both p- and n-type CZ- Si wafers. Silicon 

unplantation has been done with 1.2 MeV energy at room temperature using different 

fluxes 10'̂  -5x10 '^ ions/cm^. The samples were then nnealed for 30 minutes to 15 

hours in a nitrogen ambient at temperatures of 870 - 1000 K. The Si^ implantation 

produces an enormous supersaturation (~10 'x equilibrium) of self-interstitials. This 

supersaturation is ffrst reduced by rapid formation of self-interstitial clusters, and then 

farther reduced by the formation of {311} platelets (Ostwald ripening). Finally, the 

platelets fransform mto dislocation loops [29]. 

The PL measurement done using an argon laser at 17 K. Schottky barriers on p-

type samples were formed by using room temperature Ti deposition for the DLTS 

measurements. The samples morphology was analyzed by TEM. Interstitial clusters 

introduce elecfrical signatures at 0.29 and 0.48 eV above the valance band and optical 

signatures at 1320 and 1390 nm. These defects are not observable by TEM, suggesting 

that they are smaller than 50 A. High dose implantation (> 10'̂  Si/cm^) and aimealing 

at temperatures above 950 K causes the formation of the {311} platelets. They have a 

broad DLTS signature at 0.50 eV above the valance band, and a sharp PL signal at 

10 



1376 nm. The tiireshold dose and temperattire for platelets formation are lO'̂  Silcm^ 

and 870 K, respectively, a result confirmed by two other groups [26, 29]. 

Cowem et al [56] tt-ied to find the dissociation energies as a function of the 

cluster size («). Thefr approach relies on TED measurements to determine the 

supersaturation S(t), followed by inverse modelmg to deduce dissociation energies. The 

experunent was done on a thin lightly doped B marker layers epitaxially grown on a 

lightly doped silicon substrate. Si ions were implanted (2x10'^ Icm^ 40 KeV) and the 

samples were aimealed in dry Â^ at 870 - 1070 K for times ranging from 1 .$ to 20 hours. 

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was used to measure the B profiles, and S(t) 

was extracted by profile fitting. 

The extracted supersaturation shows an initial phase of ultrafast TED, followed by 

a sharp drop in S toward a plateau. The plateau region matches previous observations of 

TED driven by {311} defects [26, 57, 58]. The group built a model to extract the 

dissociation energy from S(t) based on the idea that defects with low dissociation energy 

emit 7 rapidly, leading to a high supersaturation and a high rate of defect dissolution, and 

that the emitted / s either flow to the surface or become attached to more stable defects, 

leading to the continuing ripening process. The extracted dissociation energy shows 

maxima at values around n = A and 8, before settling down to a constant value for 

« ~ 1 0 . The actual modeling used a Monte Carlo approach and assumed that the 

diffusing species in the process is 7/. 

11 



1.1.2 Theoretical Work 

Many theoretical models have been proposed for tiie structure of the isolated 7, 

including the tetrahedral (T) or hexagonal interstitial (H) sites [59 - 62], tiie bond-

centered (BC) site [59, 61], and tiie split-<100> configuration [63 - 65]. Recent first-

prmciple calculations favor the split-<110> configuration [66 - 71]. This configuration 

was originally proposed by Bar-Yam et al [66] It has two atoms along tiie <110> 

dfrection sharing the same lattice site. In these early reports, Chadi [67] attt-ibuted single 

and double acceptor states at 1 eV above the valance band maximum to the split. Van de 

Walle et al. [70] reported the same configuration with the pafr of atoms forming the spUt 

displaced along the z-axis by 0.7 A. They also predict that the defect has a (+/0) level 0.4 

eV above the valence band (this level is occupied by one electron when the defect is 

neutral) and a (0/-) level 0.1 eV higher. Mainwood [71] reported that the two atoms 

forming the split are displaced along the z-axis by 0.5 A. 

Various theoretical approaches have been used to understand the self-interstitial 

and its aggregates. Monte Carlo, tight-binding, and ab initio density functional molecular 

dynamics simulations are the most widely used in this area. 

A group in Leicester [72] performed Monte Carlo simulations usmg a 4 x 4 x 4 

computational cell with a total of 512 atoms. They employed periodic boundary 

conditions with a constant number of particles, volume, and temperature (300 K). The 

total energy of the system was calculated by employing the semiempfrical Ackland 

potential [73]. In this scheme the total energy can be expressed as 

12 
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^ '=' V=l ^ 1=1 i=l , n=\ m=n+l 

COS(fil7?,, ) - ^ -
3 

2 

(1.1) 

The first term represents tiie ion-ion interaction. The second term arises from tiie bond 

between the ion and its four neighbors. The last term is to stabilize the reconsttiicted 

defect formation energy. The form of this term is set to give the minimum of the energy 

at the tetrahedral site. To minimize the energy they used the metropolis Monte Carlo 

algorithm with multiple moves. In the mefropolis search, one start with an initial 

configuration, a new configuration is generated by random addition to the Cartesian 

coordinate of each atom, and its energy evaluated. If the new configuration has lower 

energy than the initial one, it is accepted and becomes the starting configuration for the 

next random change. The group took the average of every 5000 moves. They pointed to 

the possibility that the self-interstitial may exist in a large number of configurations, and 

have migration paths from one {311} plane to another via intermediate {322} planes at 

high temperatures. The group presented a planar self-interstitial defect as the lowest 

energy configuration. This four-fold coordinated hexagonal site point defect lies 

predominantly in the {311} plane. They claimed that the proposed defect could give a 

plausible reason for the formation of {311} rods. They adjusted the constant value of C 

in (1.1) to give a formation energy of 3.3 eV for the defect. However, the Ackland 

potential maintains 4-fold coordinated structures and is unable to reproduce structures 

such as the split interstitial. 

The same group reported configurations for the tri-interstitial and the tefra-

mterstitial using the same method [74]. These stiricttires have all Si atoms four-fold 

13 



coordinated. The tri-interstitial is a triangle and possesses trigonal symmetry along the 

<111> axis. This structtu-e was first proposed by Coomer (see below) [48]. The tetra-

interstitial is a rhombus lying in the <110> dfrection. This sfructtire is similar to the one 

proposed by Takeda (see below) [75, 76]. 

Tight-bindmg molecular dynamics simulations have been performed in 

collaboration between two groups in California and Milan to sttidy tiie {7,^} complex 

[77, 78]. They used a 216-host atom cell and tight-bmding model [79]. In this model 

the Hamiltonian govemmg the atomic motions for N atoms is 

(1.2) 

The first term is the kinetic energy of tiie ions. The second term is the electronic energy 

calculated by summing eigenvalues of filled states from a semiempfrical tight-binding 

Hamiltonian. To account for the ion-ion repulsion, a term made up of two-body 

interactions, Erep, is added. Eo is a constant energy shift per atom. The tight-binding 

matrix elements h^ (r) are given by [79] 

K^r) = h„{ra) X exp< n (1.3) 

where h^ (r) represents the distance dependent tight-binding overlaps, with a denoting 

the four tight-binding overlaps ssa, spa, ppcr, and ppn. n and n^^ are decaying 

constants, r^ is the nearest-neighbor separation in the equilibrium structure, r^^ «3.6A 

controls the range of the interactions. They pointed out that whenever a single vacancy 

14 



and self-interstitial approach each otiier from distances larger tiian two bond lengtiis, a 

defect, named tiie {7,r}complex, is created. The {l,V} complex is rather stable at room 

temperature, and the energy barrier for its recombination is -1.2 eV. 

The same two groups reported tiiat tiie split-<110> is the most stable 

configuration witii a formation energy -3.8 eV. Thefr simulations at 1000 K showed the 

migration of the defect toward a second nearest neighbor lattice site through the closest 

tetrahedral interstitial position. They have computed the diffusivity of tiie split-<110> at 

1500 K, obtaining - 5 x 10'^cm^s'^. Our first-prmciples calculations show no migration 

of this defect in lOps. 

The Milan group proposed a series of I„ clusters based on the same method [80, 

81]. They found that the formation energy per interstitial is constant (about 2.4 eV) for 

« = 2 - 1 1 , and that the odd clusters are more stable than the even ones. They reported a 

strong localized defect state in the gap for all the I„ clusters. They also found that the 

average binding energy per self-interstitial is about 1.5 eV, in agreement with the 1.8 eV 

experimental value provided by Chason et ai [82]. Thefr di- and tri-interstitial have the 

same structure as our lowest energy configurations (see Section 3.2). 

The same tight-binding approach have been used by a group in Ithaca [62]. In 

thefr work they used 40 random k points and the wavefimctions are cutoff beyond 

second-nearest neighbors. Thefr periodic supercell contains 64-host atom. They reported 

the T site as the lowest energy configuration for the neufral charge state with formation 

energy 4.7 eV (the neutral split-<110> is 0.3 eV less stable). In tiie same paper tiiey 

15 



proposed a defect consisting of tiiree silicon atoms sharing one lattice site for the di-

interstitial. This defect forms an equilateral triangle in the {111} plane and is centered at 

a substitutional site. The formation energy of tiie defect was reported to be 3.65 eV per 

interstitial. 

Ffrst-principles pseudopotential calculations based on Kohn-Sham density 

functional theory within the local density approximation have been used by several 

groups. Within density flmctional theory, one calculates the electron density p and the 

total electronic energy is a flmctional of p. Density functional theory has proven very 

successfiil in the past two decades in describing the static elecfronic structure such as 

bonding energies, potential surfaces, geometries, and charge distributions. 

A group in Edinburgh [83] used a 64-host atom periodic supercell and four k 

points to perform thefr calculations. Their pseudopotential was of the Kleinman-

Bylander form generated by Kerker [84]. The basis set was formed from plane waves 

with 12 Ryd (very small) cutoff energy. In thefr work they reported a formation energy 

of 2.16 eV for the split interstitial. The dimer is bond along the <110> with a bond 

length larger than the perfect Si - Si one. They also reported a metastable state for the 

self-interstitial at 0.13 eV above the split. This defect is best described as a distorted BC 

site. Our calculations show that there is only one configuration for the neutral self-

interstitial, the split-<l 10>-

A group in Korea [85] performed simulations to check the stability and migration 

mechanism of self-interstitial in a 64-host atom periodic supercell. The wavefimctions 

are expanded in a plane wave basis set with a small kinetic energy cutoff of 12 Ryd. 
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Thefr pseudopotentials were of tiie Kleinman-Bylander form. They showed that the 

equilibrium configuration of tiie self-mterstitial depends on the charge state of tiie defect 

and they reported tiie split-<110> (which they called X) as tiie lowest energy 

configuration for the neuti-al and negatively charged states, witii a 4.2 eV formation 

energy. The pafr of 5/ atoms tiiat form tiie split were found to be shifted 0.75 A in the 

(001) dfrection. The H site was tiie second lowest in energy, regardless of the charge 

state. For both smgle and double positive charge states, the T site was shown to be the 

lowest in energy. They also sttidied the migration paths T-H-T, X-T-X, and X-H-X. The 

X-H-X was suggested as the possible migration path with migration barrier of 0.15 eV. 

Our constant-temperature MD simulations suggest that the actual activation energy for 

diffusion must be substantially larger. 

Needs [86] used plane wave basis set with 12 Ryd energy cut-off. The host 

crystal was modeled with a periodic supercell of 128-host atom with the experimental 

value of the lattice constant. His norm conserving pseudopotentials were generated via 

the TrouUier and Martins method [87]. He found that the most stable structure is the 

split-<110> configuration with the center of the split displaced by 0.8 A in the (001) 

dfrection relative to the perfect substitutional site. The formation energy of the split was 

calculated to be 3.31 eV. Needs found no localized states in the gap associated with the 

split-<110>. 

The Ohio group [88] used the same method in a 120-host atom periodic supercell 

with a plane wave cutoff of 140 eV (-10 Ryd) and 4 ^-points. They proposed a di-

interstitial model for the P6 center. Thefr di-interstitial has a CIH symmetry, with a 
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dumbbell structure aligned to the <110> dfrection and a center atom k (Figure 1.3). The 

bmding energy for this complex witii respect to two split-<110> interstitials far away 

from each other is 1.78 eV. They explained the room temperature D2d symmetry by the 

thermal averagmg motion of the defect. They reported activation energy of diffusion 

similar to tiie experimental value (0.5 eV) [89]. Jones et ai confmned the stability of 

this defect, but exclude it as the defect responsible for the P6 center [90]. Thefr resuhs 

rely on that the calculated stress tensor for this defect does not fit the experimental one. 

Our calculations show that 7? is highly mobile at high temperatures and is therefore 

imlikely to be the P6 center. 

The Osaka group [76] used 192-host atom supercell and a plane wave cutoff 

energy of 20 Ryd to report a tetra-mterstitial model. The defect has D^ symmetry and 

does not have dangling bonds (see Figure 1.4). They reported that the I4 cluster is 

electrically inactive and cannot be easily identified experimentally. 

The Exeter group has performed systematic static calculations [48] for small self-

interstitial clusters I„ with « = 1, - ,4 . They used first-principle DF theory using the 

cluster based (AIMPRO) method. They used large, hydrogen terminated, atom centered 

clusters (Si^gi^„H^i^). AIMPRO makes use of two different basis sets (sets of Gaussian 

functions), one to describe the wave function and the other to describe the charge density. 

To model the charge distribution at a bond centered site they placed a Gaussian fitting 

function between two atoms. These fitting functions affect the total energy and thefr 

arrangement reflects the symmetry of the defect. They proposed a structure for tiie I3 

aggregate, which has Csv symmetry. It is a triangle of three interstitials at three adjacent 
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Figure 1.3: Kim et ai [37] proposed structure of a C;/, di-interstitial projected on the 
{T10} and {110} planes. 

Figure 1.4: A D2d symmetiy configuration of 7̂  proposed by Takeda group in Japan [76]. 
The four self-interstitials form a square in the {100} plane. 
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puckered bond-centered sites. This triangle is located witiiin a tetrahedral interstitial 

cage, and six host atoms are displaced from thefr ideal sites (see Figure 1.5). The group 

predicted tiiat this defect is responsible for the W band. Thefr prediction is based on tiie 

fact that the calculated symmetric vibrational modes of the defect are within a small error 

to the experimental values. However, these modes depend on the number of the Gaussian 

fitting functions placed between the atoms. 

The other complex predicted by tiiis group using the same method is the I4 

aggregate [41]. This structure has D2d symmetry and resembles the one proposed by the 

Takeda group [75, 76]. The Jones group goes on to predict that this defect is the one 

responsible for the B3 EPR center. Our calculations of I4 do confirm that this complex is 

very stable. 

There is agreement among most theory groups that the split-<110> is the lowest 

energy configuration. Several groups also report the displacement of its center along the 

z-axis relative to the perfect substitutional site. However, there is some discrepancy 

about its formation energy, especially in two recent studies performed by Clark et ai [83] 

and Lee et ai [85]. Another unresolved issue about the split-interstitial is whether it is 

electrically active or not. Car et ai [91] reported no defect levels in the gap, while Needs 

[86] said tiiat there could be a shallow one. However, Both Chadi [67] and Van de Walle 

et ai [70] predicted that the defect has levels in the gap. 
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cile^ bpTicik 

Figure 1.5: The fri-interstitial cluster proposed by Coomer et ai [48]. The defect has Cjv 
symmetry and consists of an equilateral triangle in the {111} plane located within a 
tefrahedral cage. 

Many configurations have been proposed for small self-interstitial aggregates. 

The lowest energy configurations for these small clusters have not been established 

before this study. The binding energies for these small clusters have been reported to be 

about -1.5 eV by the Milan group [81]. Cowem [56] reported maxima of the binding 

energy around n=4 and n=<S. In this dissertation we are going to study these small 

clusters, establish thefr lowest energy configuration and binding energy, and study thefr 

dynamic properties by using classical first-principle molecular dynamics simulations with 

the elecfronic problem solved with density functional theory within the local density 

approximation. 
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1.2 Present Work 

The primary objective of tiiis dissertation is to identify the configuration, binding 

energy, elecfronic stnicttire, and dynamic properties of small self-interstitial clusters in 

silicon. We have started with the neufral self-interstitial. Considering tiie H, T, BC, split-

<100>, and split-<110> sites, we have found that the lowest energy configuration is the 

split<110>. 

The next step in this research was to investigate the reactions 7-1-7-1- >I„. 

The split-<110> was our building block for these aggregates, because it was the only 

stable defect for the neufral self-interstitial. However, we have checked the stability of 

our obtamed configurations with respect to the configurations proposed by other theory 

groups. As a resuh of our simulations we have identified the stable structures for 7„, 

« < 4 . 

The dynamics of our stable structures were examined at different temperatures. 

The complexes that have the characteristic of been centered at a BC site are found to be 

mobile on the \0 ps time scale. One of these structures {I") found to be highly mobile 

even at low temperature: We have observed jumps in about 1 ps at 77 K. 

The high mobility of 73° led us to examine the possibility that 1° is the building 

block of larger defects structures. We have studied tiie reactions I^ +1" -> 7̂  and 

Large gains of energy have been found to resuh from these reactions, which 

supports our assumption. From these reactions we have managed to get the stable 
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structure of U This defect has the same characteristics as the mobile ones. Though, we 

have not observed its mobility in 10 ps time scale. 

In this work we freat the ions as classical particles and the elecfrons remain at 0 K 

on the Bom-Oppenheimer surface. The electronic energy is obtained from density 

flmctional theory within the local density approximation. The exchange-correlation 

potential is that of Ceperly and Alder as parameterized by Perdew and Zunger. Norm 

conserving pseudopotentials in the Kleinman-Bylander form are used to remove the core 

elecfrons from the calculations. The host crystal is represented by periodic supercell of 

64, 128, and 216 host silicon atoms. The k sampling varies from the F point only to 32 

k -pomts. More details about the method are in Chapter II. 

Note we also studied the interactions between 7 and 77. The self-interstitial is a 

trap for up to four 77. The results have been published [92] but are not introduced in this 

dissertation. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORY 

Defects in semiconductors change the electronic charge density, alter the perfect 

crystal's chemical bonds, and the atomic geometry. The equilibrium atomic geometry is 

determined by minimizing the total energy (zero force on each atom) with respect to the 

atomic position. To calculate the total energy we assume the Bom-Oppenheimer 

approximation [96]. Since the electrons are much lighter than nuclei they move much 

faster. Then one can consider the nuclei to be fixed while the electronic problem is 

solved. As a result one can separate the total wavefunction as 

^iR_,,p,)^if^„^,(Rj)t//An)-

In this work we use methods based on ab initio (or "first-principles") calculations, a 

method that contain no parameters fitted to experimental data. Today's state of the art to 

solve the electronic problem is density functional (DF) theory. The nuclear motion can 

be added within a classical scheme. 

2.1 Density Functional Theory 

DF theory based on tiie theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn [97]. It states that the 

total energy, E, of interacting electrons in an extemal potential is given exactly as a 

functional of the ground state electronic density, p^. 

Eo=Eo[/?o]- (2.1) 

The unknown functional E[p]is written as [98]: 
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E=\w(T)p(T)d'r + ̂ \l^P^d'rdV + T[p] + EJp], (2.2) 

where V(r) is the Coulomb potential of the nuclei, T[p] is the kinetic energy of the non-

interacting electrons, and E^^[p] is the exchange-correlation energy. 

No one knows the exact form of E^^[p]. However, Hohenberg and Kohn [97] 

showed that if p(r) varies slowly with position, then E^^[p] can be approxunated by: 

E:;,'"[p(r)]=\pir)s^,{p(f))d'r + OiVp(P)), (2.3) 

where e^^{p(r)) is the exchange-correlation energy per electron of a homogeneous 

elecfron gas with electron density p(r). This is called the Local Density Approximation 

(LDA). The exchange-correlation energy per electron, e^^{p(r)), is also unknown. 

However, parameterizations have been proposed by various authors. We use the 

Ceperley-Alder form [99], as parameterized by Perdew and Zunger [100]. 

Within this parameterization scheme one can write the exchange correlation 

energy per electron as 

^ x c = ^ . + ^ . ' (2.4) 

where e, = — 
4 

(3 Y^ {p{r))^^ is the exchange energy per electron and the correlation 

energy is given as a function of the Wigner-Seitz radius of the elecfron 

[100]. 

' ( 3V^^ 
K = 

ATTP) 
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One obtains the ground state energy by applymg a variational principle and 

minimizing (2.2) with respect to p [101]. 

5p '̂ =^°' 
p{r) 

I F-F'l 
ST 5E, 

+ • = 0. (2.5) 
-^P=P<s 

Sp{r) dpir) 

If we compare this with the corresponding equation for a system with an effective 

potential V^^ if) but without electron-electron interactions, 

SE{p] 

dp '''=''°' 
ST 

Sp{r) T.^^effi^) = 0, (2.6) 
-^P=Po 

we can see that the mathematical problems are identical, providing that 

(2.7) 

where 

^(P) = Vi?)+\-^^d'r, (2.8) 

and V" is the exchange-correlation contribution to the chemical potential of a uniform 

gas 

V-(piP)) = - ^ = e^Mf)) + piP)^-^. 
5p{r) Sp 

(2.9) 

For a given (p and V', one obtains tiie density p{f) by solving tiie one-particle 

Schrodinger equation 

L i v ^ + [(p{r) + V^'{pir))iw,in = E, V/,(r), (2.10) 

and setting 
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N. 

P^r) = YW,i7)\\ (2.11) 

(=1 

where Ng is the number of elecfrons. Note that tiie wavefunctions i//, are not electronic 

wavefunctions, but describe non-interacting particles, elecfrons + thefr "exchange-

correlation hole." They are often interpreted as \e' wavefunctions nonetheless. The 

Kohn-Sham orbitals have no physical significance other than allowing the exact ground 

state density, p{r), to be calculated from (2.11). The DF wavefunction is not a Slater 

determinant of spin orbitals. However, in practice, one often finds that the occupied 

Kohn-Sham orbitals resemble the orbitals calculated by the Hartree-Fock method, and 

these orbitals can be used in qualitative orbital discussions [102]. 

Equations (2.8) to (2.11) have to be solved self-consistently. Ffrst one picks a 

basis set. Many authors use linear combination of a large number of plane waves. For 

the study of localized defects in covalent solids, we prefer Imear combination of atomic 

orbitals (LCAOs). From this basis p{r) is calculated using (2.11). (p(r) is constructed 

from (2.8}) and V""" from (2.9). Then one solve the single particle Kohn-Sham equations 

(2.10) for the new coefficients, and finds a new p{r) from (2.11). This cycle contmues 

until p{r) converges that is until p'" « /?""'. The total energy is then given by: 

E = y £, - - [[P^^^Mld'r d'r'^ \p{7)[s,,{p{r))-V''\p{7))\d'r. (2.12) 
V 2" \r-r \ •" 
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2.2 Molecular Dynamics 

The dynamic of the ions (nuclei) is added using classical approach. One assigns 

velocity components v^, v,,, v. to each atom. These values are randomly chosen from a 

Gaussian distribution, in order to reproduce the desfred classical temperature 

f v 1 3 ^ 
\2_^—mv^=—kT . The initial velocity of each atom is therefore assumed and its initial 
V 2 2 J 

position given. The electronic energy is then calculated and the ion's kinetic energy 

added. 

The force on each nucleus is obtained from the Helhnann-Feynman theorem 

[103], 

F..j=-^ = ^j^..j^ (2.13) 
dxj 

which gives the x component of the force on atom J. Newton's laws of motion are solved 

to find the velocity and position of each nucleus after the time uiterval A/. The nuclei 

are moved to their new position, assigned thefr new velocity, and the cycle begins again. 

Note that in this approach, tiie electt-ons have zero temperature (ground state) and any 

quantum behavior of the nuclei (zero point energy, tunneling) is ignored. 

Typical time steps are of the order A/ = 10''^ s = lfs. Shorter time steps like 0.1 

or 0.2 fs are used for light atoms such as 77, while longer time steps such as 5.0/5 are 

used when the calculation is for slower and heavier atoms like Ga. We use a 0.2/5 time 

step for 77 and a 2.0/5 time step for silicon. 
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Various types of MD metiiods differ in the way the elecfronic part of the energy is 

computed. Classical MD metiiods can be subdivided into four broad groups [104]: 

semiempfrical potentials, empfrical tight-binding (ETB), ab-initio plane waves, and ab-

initio tight-binding. 

Semiempfrical potentials are the simplest MD codes, where the parameters of the 

functional form of the total energy and the forces acting on the system are adjusted to 

reproduce some set of experimental data or accurate total-energy calculations. The energy 

of each atom and the forces acting on it are often assumed to arise from the nearest 

neighbors only. The best-known empfrical method for Si is tiiat of Stillinger and Weber 

[105]. 

ETB methods solve the one-body Hamiltonian mafrix whose eigenvalues 

approximate the elecfronic energies. The electronic eigenstates are written as a linear 

combination of localized atomic-like orbitals, and the sum of the occupied eigenvalues is 

the attractive electronic contribution to the total energy. The repulsive interaction is 

obtained by some fitting procedure. The most used ETB Hamiltonian for force 

calculations is that of Goodwin-Skinner-Pettifor [106]. 

If there is no experimental input, the method is called ab-initio or first-principles. 

Two types of basis sets are used: plane waves, with functions included up to some cutoff 

energy (typically 8 to 16 Ryd), or local basis (called ab-initio tight-bmding), with sets of 

atomic-like orbitals centered on each ion but cut-off (and renormalized) beyond some 

radius of the order of 5 a^. In both cases, the elecfronic energy is calculated within DF 

theory. 
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The Car-Parrinello [107] method uses plane wave basis sets and an iterative 

mmimization scheme to solve the elecfronic problem with the self-consistent DF 

equations. The method benefits greatly from the fact that the kinetic energy is diagonal 

in reciprocal space while the potential is diagonal in real space and plane waves work 

well because of the great speed of fast Fourier tt-ansforms. However, enormous number 

of plane waves are often needed especially for elements that have steep potentials such as 

77, Â , O, or 3(7 transition metals. 

Sankey and co-workers [109, 110, 111] developed a method based on local basis 

sets of pseudo-atomic orbitals (PAOs). The PAOs are cut at some distance from the 

nucleus (typically r^=5 Og for Si). The precise value of re chosen is not critical as long 

as it is well past the peak of the atomic wavefunction. Thus the nonzero matrix elements 

of the kinetic energy and the overlap integrals are computed on a grid of distances less 

than or equals 2rc. This approach has recently been systematically extended by a group 

in Spain [93, 94, 95]. This is the method used in the present work and it is implemented 

in a code called SIESTA, which stands for "Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulations 

with Thousands of Atoms." 

MD-simulations are a wonderful tool to search for global or local minima of the 

potential energy surface, simulate defect reactions, and calculate diffiisivities. Searches 

for potential energy minima involve sunulated quenching from an initial temperature 

down to near 0 K by removing a fraction of the ionic kinetic energy every few time steps. 

In SIESTA this is done by setting the velocity component for an atom to zero (v,^ = 0 ) 

if the scalar product of the velocity component and the force component acting on that 
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atom is negative (v^^ • F^j < 0). Typically, tiie temperature drops to near zero within 

less than a picosecond in the MD-simulation frame. 

To simulate events that take two to ten picoseconds of real time, the temperature 

is kept constant and the total energy is calculated at each time step M . 

In our early research, we used faster but more approximate ab initio calculations. 

The method employs a minimal basis set and the energy is obtained from the (non self-

consistent) Harris energy functional [110]. In the Harris functional, one uses an 

approxunate density to estimate the true density. The energy functional is written in terms 

of the difference between the two densities. The approximate density can be constmcted 

in a number of ways. In our method the neutral atom density p^ (r) = ^ /?"'""' (r -Rj) is 

used in the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue equation (2.10) with the extemal potential given by a 

pseudopotential 

V(r) = 'Zh„(r-R,) + V,,iP-Rj)], (2.14) 

where the long range potential 

^e I ^rnrp r (fy<^°'''\/2 j . + CI"" erf {aD^^r (2.15) V,.Ar) = -^^Crerf 

and the short range potential 

V,,{r) = ±P±[AXl)^r^A,^,{l)]e-^'^^'. (2.16) 

P, is the projector onto angular momentum /. The fitting parameters C;"", a""", A^ (/), 

and a{l) are tabulated in Ref [109]. The energy fiinctional is expressed as 
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E,o,=E,s+Us„+SU,^, 

where the "band-structure" energy is 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

The "short-ranged" potential is 

UsR=Y 
ZjZ, Po(r') 

5^%-I-<^->'''^I^''V (2.19) 

Here Zj is tiie number of valance electrons of the atom located at Rj (four for Si). The 

exchange correction is 

SU,, = \po{7)[s^AP,)-V''iPo)Vr. (2.20) 

2.3 SIESTA 

The Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulations with Thousands of Atoms 

(SIESTA) is a fiilly self-consistent method to perform electronic structure calculations 

and ab initio molecular-dynamics simulations for molecules and solids. It uses the 

standard Kohn-Sham self-consistent density functional theory within the local-density 

[112] or generalized-gradient [113] approximations. The valence electron wavefunctions 

are described with numerical LCAOs of the Sankey type. The charge density is projected 

on a real space grid to calculate the exchange-correlation and Hartree potentials. As in all 

MD sunulations, the host crystal is represented by periodic supercells of 64 to 216 Si host 

atoms with a k sampling varied from one (F) point up to 32 ^-points. Constant 

temperature mns use the Nose thermostat [114] to control the temperattire. 
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2.3.1 Pseudopotentials 

To remove the core electrons and smooth the valence charge density, standard 

norm-conserving pseudopotentials are used [87]. In this way the pseudo-wavefunction 

differ from the true wavefunction within a core radius re, but the norm is constrained to 

be the same [115]. 

]drr' f'''{r)^''ir)=]drr' f{r)<f,ir). (2.21) 
0 0 

The use of pseudopotential rely on the fact that only the valance electrons are involved in 

the chemical bonding. The pseudo-wavefunction is smoothly varying and nodeless within 

a certain core radius. Between the nucleus and some cutoff radius re , the tme 

wavefunction is replaced with smooth form. Beyond this radius the pseudo-wavefunction 

must be identical to the full all-electron wavefunction. The pseudo-wavefunction must 

have the correct atomic charge density outside re . The logarithmic derivatives of the 

functions are matched at re. 

In this method the pseudopotential is given by 

V(P) = '^{vT'ir) + Vf], (2.22) 
.; 

where J is an atom index. The nonlocal (nl) part of tiie pseudopotential is given by the 

Klemman-Bylander (KB) form [116] for improved simplicity and efficiency. In this form 

F / ( r ) = 2 ; |<^ r )^ r (<^ r | , (2-23) 
Im 

where Im are angular momentum quantum numbers, and ^^f are called tiie KB 

projectors, which obey 
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't'l = K (r) - F r ir)]ip,„ (r) (2.24) 

^ji={v^jin,\Vj,-Vr\v^„„)-\ (2.25) 

where i//j,^ are the atomic pseudo-orbitals. In this form the matrix element of Vj"^ 

involve only two center integrals, which are calculated and tabulated as a fiinction of 

interatomic distance [94]. 

2.3.2 Basis Sets 

Most methods begin the calculation with the choice of a set of basis functions. 

Choosing an appropriate basis is critical for obtaining high quality resuhs. Most of the 

methods based on localized basis sets use atomic-like orbitals, Gaussian, or a 

combination of the two. We use numerical LCAOs. LCAO methods are much more 

efficient with regards to the size of the required basis. This is a very important advantage 

for large systems, and by using them one can reduce the CPU time and memory use. 

There are many groups of atomic basis sets, such as Slater-type orbitals (STO) [117], and 

those which are provided by the numerical solution of the atomic problem (with the same 

pseudopotential as used in the plane wave calculation), called pseudo-atomic orbitals 

(PAO)[109, 110]. 

PAO^ is the atomic solution under real atomic boundary conditions (at r = oo), 

which provide a good description of the charge density and have been afready used in ab 

initio calculations [109]. The main disadvantage of the PAO„ is thefr very long range of 

interactions. Getting a shorter and perfectly defined range of interactions is the reason to 
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work with PAO^. They are the solutions of the atomic pseudopotential when forced to 

vanish outside a cut-off radius re. 

To improve the quality of a basis, one can increase the number of orbitals within 

the same atomic symmetries as found in the minimal basis (called multiple-zeta basis), 

and by adding polarization functions. The double-i^ (DZ) basis is the simplest way to 

increase the number of orbitals and the variational freedom. In the case of 5/, this means 

two 5, two px, two py, and two pz valance orbitals. The polarization of the basis is 

accomplished when a shell of different atomic symmetry is added to the basis. In 5/ this 

means the addition of a complete d shell. 

2.3.3 Total Energy Calculations 

To calculate the energy, one solves the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian 

H = T + V + V" +V'\ (2.26) 

where T is the kinetic energy operator, V is the extemal potential, V" is the Hartree 

potential, and V"" is the exchange-correlation potentials. Within the nonlocal 

pseudopotential approximation (2.26) becomes [94] 

H = T + Y. VT" ir) + Vf\+ V" (F) + V' (F). (2.27) 

The first step consists in constructing the density p 

P(r) = pQ-^^P^ (2-28) 

where pQ{r) = Y^p''j"""{r-Rj) is the atomic electron density, obtained by populating 

the basis fiinctions with appropriate valance atomic charges. This step is done to 
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elmiinate tiie long range effect of F'"*^. Assuming SV" is tiie Harft-ee potential 

generated hy Sp, one can write (2.27) as 

H = T + Y.Vf+'^Vrir) + SV" (F) + V' (F), (2.29) 

where F"° is the screened "neutral atom" potential, which is tabulated as a function of 

the distance to the atoms. FJ" = 0 beyond the cutoff radius r̂ . The first two terms in 

(2.29) involve only two-center integrals which are easily calculated in reciprocal space 

and tabulated as a fimction of the interatomic distance. This is done at the begirming of 

the calculation with great accuracy, representing a very small computational effort. The 

remaining terms involve potentials, which are calculated in a real-space grid, and requfre 

the calculation of the elecfron density at the grid points. 

Once the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian has been obtained, we can solve the 

eigenvalue problem to find the electron eigenfunctions in the LCAO basis 

k-> = Z^->.)' (2-30) 

where ^ are the pseudo atomic orbitals. Finally, the density matrix is 

where w, are occupations and the elecfron density is 

P ( ^ ) = ZP..<^.(^)<^>.(^X (2.32) 

where //, v mn over all the atomic basis orbitals ^^. The Kohn-Sham total energy is 

then written as 
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E.o.='Zp,.H,,-ljv"{r)p(r)d'r 

+ l{e,.-V-(?))p(P)d'r + ̂ Y.~^^ (2.33) 

where Zj is tiie valance charges and £,,{?) p(F) is tiie exchange-correlation energy 

density. Sanchez-Portal et ai [94] defined a positive charge density, /jf'^, confined 

witiiin rj°" and produces a potential — ^ outside r^"''. This positive charge density 

produces an electrostatic potential, F local 
J 

l o c a l / - \ _ 1 v-72Trlocal 
pT{r) = --^V^VTr (2.34) 

Assuming that r'°" do not overlap, tiie last term in (2.33) can be written as 

^''-^^r\Y.\vT''ir)p'r{r)d'r-Y^\rr{r)pr\r)A7crUr. (2.35) 

Substittiting (2.29) and (2.35) into (2.33), and with /?"" = p"""" -t- p ' " ^ , one can write 

(2.33) as 

K^=Y^T^,^V%)^\Y/l^{?)p^;{r)d'r--Y,\vT\r)p'r'{r)^nr'dr 

lye'ZjZj. _1 

2 jj' 

fiv ^ IJ 

+ \v'^{7)Sp{T)d'r + -\SV"{r)Sp{7)d'r+\s,,{r)p{?)d'r. (2.36) 

The ffrst two terms involve two-center integrals which are interpolated from the 

initial calculated tables. The last three terms are calculated using the real space grid. 
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Atomic forces and stresses are obtained by dfrect derivation of (2.36) with respect to 

atomic positions and obtained simultaneously with E,̂ ,. 
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CHAPTER m 

RESULTS 

3.1 Perfect Cell 

In this work, the host crystal is represented by 64, 128, and 216 host atom 

periodic supercells. Table 3.1 shows the optimized lattice constant, the Si - Si bond 

length, and the energy per atom in each case. The energy as a function of k points has 

also been studied. The total energy differences were affected by going from one k -point 

(the r point) to four k -points. No significant change in the energy occurs by doing the 

calculations with more than four ^-points, up to 32 ^-points. Figure 3.1 shows the 

energy dispersion curves calculated by SIESTA using DZP basis set in the face centered 

cubic 128-host atom cell, as well as a standard one. A very good resemblance is observed 

especially at the maximum of the valance band. 

Table 3.1: The optimized 
calculated at the F point fox 

Code 
Cell size 
Basis set 

Lattice constant 
o 

(A) 
Bond length (A) 

Energy 
(eV/atom) 

attice CO 
differem 

Harris 
64 
SZ 

5.4995 

2.381 
108.02 

216 
SZ 

5.50 

2.382 
108.01 

nstant. Si - Si bond length 
t cells and basis sets 

and the 

SIESTA 
64 

SZ 
5.531 

2.395 
106.75 

DZP 
5.417 

2.346 
107.55 

128 
DZP 
5.391 

2.335 
107.56 

216 
SZ 

5.528 

2.394 
106.83 

energy per atom 

Exp. values 
-
-

5.425 

2.3517 
-
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Chelikowski e/a/. [118] 

Figure 3.1: The dispersion curve obtained with SIESTA compared with a standard one 
[118]. The figure shows the most important directions in the Brillouin zone. 
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3.2 Static Properties 

The lowest energy configurations and the binding energies for tiie self-interstitial 

and 7„ aggregates («<4) are presented in this section. The static calculations are 

performed using the SIESTA code. The host crystal is represented by a periodic 

supercell of 128 Si host atoms with 4 ^-points. A double-zeta plus polarization (DZP) 

basis set was used. 

3.2.1 Neutt-al Self-Interstitial 

In agreement with other authors [66 - 71], we find that the stable geometry for 7 is 

the split-<110> configuration (Figure 3.2). The bond length between the two silicon 

atoms forming the split is 2.50 A, which is longer than the bond length in tiie perfect cell 

(2.335 A). The center of the split is shifted by -0.8 A in the <001> direction. The same 

shift has been reported by other groups [70, 71, 86]. The two atoms forming the split-

<110> configuration are bound to four host atoms. Two of the host atoms are displaced 

by -0.5 A from their substitutional lattice sites keeping a bond length of 2.34 A. The 

other two are displaced by ~0.17 A from their substitutional lattice sites with a bond 

lengths of 2.47 A. 

Other configurations for / were considered: the split-<100>, BC, T, and H sites. 

When quenched, the split-<100> converges toward the split-<110> configuration. It is 

therefore not a local minima of the energy. The other three configurations were found to 

be shallow potential energy minima, but 2.2, 1.6, 0.8 eV above the split-<110>, 

respectively. A thousand time step anneal at 1000 K followed by a rapid quench force 
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Figure 3.2: The neufral split-<l I0> in the 128 host atom cell. 

these shallow configurations toward the split-<110> one. Therefore, we find a single 

stable configuration for the neutral self-interstitial. 

The formation energy, Ef, which is the energy difference between the defect 

system and the perfect system with the same number of atoms as that of the defect 

system, has been calculated for the split-<l 10> interstitial using 

Efin) = {n^^,^+n) Eri"buik+") ^r(«A«ft) 

« M t + « n bulk 

(3.1) 

where n is the number of excess Si atoms in a host cell that contains n^. atoms. The 
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formation energy is 3.3 eV, in agreement with other groups [69, 72, 86], while it differs 

from the 2.2 eV of Clark [83] and the 4.2 eV of Lee [85]. 

Several authors have examined the electrical activity of the split-<l 10> interstitial 

[86, 91] and concluded that there is no defect level in the gap or, at most, a very shallow 

one. This conclusion was drawn from the band energies obtained from a 2 x 2 x 2 k -

point sampling, for which the gap of the cell with the self-interstitial was 0.51 eV (only 

slightiy smaller than the LDA 0.55 eV band gap of the host Si crystal). Our calculations 

show a 0.5 eV for the perfect Si crystal when using 2x2x2 mesh. However, as seen in 

Figure 3.3, this number drops considerably when more ^-points were considered. 

Therefore, the localization of the impurity level may be higher than expected. 

3.2.2 The Di-Interstitial 

The first step was to determine initial geometries for this defect. The split-<l 10> 

was a good candidate as a building block for our initial guesses since it is the lowest 

energy configuration for 7. Configurations proposed by other authors were also 

considered. 

We end up with six initial guesses for the di-interstitial (72): two nearest-neighbor 

split-<l 10> interstitials parallel and perpendicular to each other, respectively, a geometry 

proposed by Lee [36], and three geometries proposed by Rasband et ai [62]. Lee's 

geometry consist of two Si atoms forming a bond with one host atom along the <100> 
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Figure 3.3: Energy dispersion curves in the Brillouin zone calculated in the 128 host 
atom cell with a DZP basis set and 31 k points. The figure shows the "band stmcture" of 
the perfect cell versus that of the neutral split-<l 10> self-interstitial. 
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Figure 3.4: The triple split di-interstitial proposed by Rasband et ai [62]. Three Si atoms 
form an equilateral triangle in a {111} plane, and share a single lattice site ([TTO] view). 

dfrection. Rasband's geometry is an (a) three Si atoms sharing a single lattice site, 

forming an equilateral triangle in a {111} plane (see Figure 3.4), (b) same as (a) but 

different orientation ({110} plane) was found, and (c) a zig-zag stmcture shown in 

Fig. 3.5 , which consists of four Si atoms, all in a {110} plane, sharing two lattice sites. 

All of these mitial configurations have been quenched toward the nearest potential 

energy minimum. A single minimum was found, h consists of two / s bound to each 

other and aligned along a <110> dfrection (Figure 3.6). The 7-7intemuclear distance is 

2.42 A, a bit less than that of the split-<l 10> but still larger than the Si - Si bond length 

in the perfect bulk. Each of the self-interstitials is bond to two displaced host atoms. One 

of them is displaced 1.45 A from its substitutional site and keeping a bond length of 

2.6 A. The other is displaced 0.33 A from its substitutional site keepmg a bond length of 
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Figure 3.5: The "zig-zag" di-interstitial proposed by Rasband et ai [62]. Four coplanar 
Si atoms sharing two lattice sites. 

2.42 A. The stability of 7? and larger complexes have been calculated as the largest 

possible gain A£ obtained by adding the energy of the self-intersthial to the most stable 

I„ complex 

7„_,-h7^7„-fA£. 

Thus, if a thermal anneal breaks up a given I„ complex into the most stable 7„.y complex 

and the split-<l 10>, then A£ is the binding energy. 

Table 3.2 gives the calculated A£ 's in different cell sizes and basis sets. The table 

show also the formation energy per number of interstitials calculated using equation 3.1 

and the binding energy calculated using different approach as 

E,{n) = -[^E,i\)-E,{n)\. (3.2) 
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Figure 3.6: Our di-interstitial stmcture. Two atoms along <110> line. 

The di-interstitial has a binding energy of 1.9 eV, in good agreement with the 

1.8 eV experimental data provided by Chason et ai [82]. The bmding energy as well as 

the formation energy vary some what with the level of theory and the number of k -

pomts. However, the di-mterstitial formation energy per atom is always less than that of 

the split-<l 10> interstitial, in agreement with other calculations [81]. 

3.2.3 The Tri-Interstitial 

We have considered ahnost a dozen mitial stiiictures for I3. Most of them are 

combinations of /s or I2 + 7. Systematic quenches and/or high-T anneals followed by 
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Table 3.2: Formation energy E^{n) = {n^^,^ +n) ̂r («*„/*+«) Erif^buik) 

"bulk + « n bulk 

, binding energy 

El, defined as Ei,{n) =-[nE^{\)-Ej.{n)\, and binding energy AE defined as 

7 „ _ , + / ^ 7 „ + A £ for7„,«< 

Stmcture 

A 
I2 

n 
n 
/ : 

n 
n 

4 at different levels of theory. 

Harris 
216 atom 

SZ basis set 
r point 

E,jn 

4.18 

3.09 

2.63 

2.65 

2.05 

2.48 

2.67 

Eb 

-

1.09 

1.55 

1.53 

2.13 

1.70 

1.51 

^E 

-

2.19 

2.46 

2.40 

3.88 

2.18 

1.41 

SIESTA 
128 atom 

DZP basis set 
F point 

Efh 

2.26 

1.36 

0.81 

1.94 

1.18 

1.13 

1.02 

Eb 

-

0.90 

1.45 

0.31 

1.08 

1.13 

1.24 

A£ 

-

1.80 

2.56 

0.84 

0.00 

0.19 

0.61 

128 atom 
DZP basis set 

4 ^ points 

Efl" 

3.33 

2.09 

1.91 

2.76 

2.07 

2.04 

2.03 

E, 

-

0.95 

1.42 

0.57 

1.26 

1.29 

1.30 

A£ 

-

1.90 

3.38 

0.17 

0.78 

0.91 

0.94 

quenches have led to two local minima of the potential energy. Our lowest energy one 

(1°) consists of three /s forming an equilateral triangle in the {111} plane, the center of 

the triangle lying at a BC site (Figure 3.7). The intemuclear distance between any two of 

the three interstitial atoms is 2.38 A. Each interstitial atom bond to the other two 7s and 

two host atoms. The two host atoms on either side of the BC site are displaced from their 

substitutional sites (1.1 A and 0.6 A, respectively) keeping a bond length of-2.4 A with 

the interstitial atoms. This configuration is the most stable of all small aggregates, which 

means it should form easily in the bulk under conditions of 7 supersaturation. 
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The metastable configuration 73* has been found with 0.85 eV with respect to 73". 

This configuration consists also of an equilateral friangle in the {111} plane [48]. This 

triangle (see Figure 3.8) consists of three /s at three adjacent puckered BC site. It is 

located within a tefrahedral cage and six host atoms are displaced from their ideal sites 

o 

(> 0.84 A) rather than two, as in 73. The 7 - 7 intemuclear distances are 2.30 A, and the 

bond length between any of the interstitial atoms and the two displaced host atoms that 

bond to them is 2.22 A. 7* was proposed as the defect responsible for the "W line," a PL 

band often seen in damaged materials [48]. 

3.2.4 The Tetra-interstitial 

For the tefra-interstitial, our initial guesses involved many different orientation of 

four split-<110> or split-<100> configurations, a combination of 7ys or 7.? + 7, and the 

possibility of having four interstitials at four nearest neighbor T or H sites. Four different 

configurations are likely to coexist. They have almost the same low binding energy (less 

than 1 eV), and a formation energy very close to that of the di-interstitial. The lowest 

energy configuration of the four depends on the level of theory used, their energy 

sensitive to the number of k points. 

Our lowest energy configuration, 7^, is centered at a BC site, a common feature 

of all the lowest-energy configurations found in this research. I^ is best described as a 

twisted rectangle (see Figure 3.9). Two nearest neighbor host atoms are displace by 
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side view top view 

Figure 3.7: The fri-mterstitial stmcttire I^. An equilateral tiiangle in tiie {111} plane 
located near a BC site. 

oi« .. top ..•!«* 

Figure 3.8: The tri-interstitial stmcture 73*. An equilateral triangle in the {111} plane 
located within a tefrahedral cage. 
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-1.27 A in the <111> direction to accommodate the defect. Each of the interstitial atoms 

bond to two host atoms as well as two interstitial atoms. 

Figure 3.10 shows 7*, a metastable configuration that is only 0.03 eV higher than 

I" It is a rectangle in the {100} plane. This configuration can be described as two 

nearest-neighbor di-interstitials like defects. The defect is centered at a BC site. The 7-7 

intemuclear distances are 2.50, and 2.63 A, respectively. For this configuration two host 

atoms displaced in the <211> direction by -1.3 A and form a triangle with two interstitial 

atoms. 

II is also a rectangle in the {100} plane. This configuration (0.04 eV) has D2d 

symmetry and can be obtained by replacing four Next Nearest Neighbor atoms which lie 

in a common {001} plain by four <001> split-interstitial pairs (see Figure 3.11). Each 

interstitial atom is bond to two host atoms (2.25 A), and two interstitial atoms (2.30 and 

2.74 A). This configuration was first proposed by a group in Japan [75, 76] as the lowest 

energy configuration of I4. Coomer et ai [41] proposed it as the defect responsible for 

the B3 EPR center. 

Figure 3.12 show 74''configuration, a metastable state that is 0.32 eV with respect 

to 7;. It is best described as a 73" like defect normal to the {111} plane plus an 

interstitial atom lying above the center of the triangle near H site. The 7-7 intemuclear 

distances between the atoms constmcting the triangle is 2.37 A, and the fourth interstitial 

atom is 4.90 A from the center of the friangle. A host atom shifted from its substitutional 
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Figure 3.9: Our tefra-interstitial I". Twisted rectangle in the {111} plane centered at BC 
site. 

Figure 3.10: The tefra-interstitial 7*. Two nearest-neighbor di-interstitials like defects 
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Figure 3.11: The tetra-interstitial 7^. A D^j symmetry configuration proposed by 
Takeda [76]. 

Figure 3.12: The tefra-interstitial I^ . An 73" like defect plus an 7 along tiie normal line 

near an H site. 
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site (1.45 A) to settle at mid distance between 7 and 7° like defect. A 1000 time step 

armeal at 1000 K followed by a rapid quench force this configuration toward I^. 

3.3 Dynamic Properties of Self-interstitials 

These are first constant temperature dynamics involving self-interstitial clusters. 

Constant temperature runs were performed on the previous clusters to check their 

dynamic properties. We used the Harris functional code at 1000 K in the 64 cell in our 

early work. We repeated few mns with a larger cell using the same code, then in the 128 

DZP cell using the SIESTA code to check if the basis set or the cell size affect the results. 

The dynamic results found to be quite insensitive to the choice of the code, basis set, or 

cell size. The dependence on the initial velocity distiibution was excluded also since 

several diffusion jumps occur well after the cell has thermalized. 

The 1000 K runs for / and I4 show nothing unexpected. No motion for the center 

of mass of the defect occurs, and all the Si atoms vibrate around their equilibrium sites. 

The situation is quite different in the case of 7̂ , 73", and 7*, which exhibit highly 

unexpected dynamics. 

In I2 and for temperatures above 500 K, we have been able to see the diffusion of 

I2. Each difftision step occurs following an exchange process between one of the 7's and 

a host atom. The exchange occurs witii remarkable ease because both I's in the defect 

join forces to displace a single host atom. The center of mass of tiie defect is at a BC site, 

and as soon as one of the interstitials succeeds in displacing a host atom, the other 
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interstitial adjust itself to form a new di-interstitial defect around adjacent BC site, 

consists of an 7 and an (former) host atom. 

Figure 3.13 shows two diffusion jumps for the di-interstitial at 1000 K. The first 

frame shows the quenched configuration of 72. Frame two shows tiie di-interstitial after 

the first jump. The complex needs -1.15 p5 to complete one jump. The entire complex 

makes one diffusion jump as the defect and the displaced host atom move by more than 

half a bond length (1.4 A). Frame three shows I2 after 1800 time step, and it has 

completed the second diffusion jump. 

The defect diffiisivity in cm^ls cannot be calculated reliably on the basis of the 

limited simulation times available with today's computers. However, we could not resist 

the temptation to extract a number using the present mns. A value of 6.8 x 10"̂  cm^.s at 

1000 K was estimated for the complex, a very large number compared for example with 

the diffiisivities of transition metals in silicon. 

73° has its center of mass at a BC site, and diffuse exttemely fast. Each diffusion 

step occurs following one exchange process between one of the /s and a host atom. The 

three / 's in the defect join forces to displace one host atom. As soon as this occurs, the 

other two 7's adjust themselves to reconstmct the defect around an adjacent BC site. The 

center of mass of the complex makes one BC to BC jump (1.94 A) as each Si atom 

involved moves by about half a bond length (1.2 A). 
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Figure 3.13: Three steps from an MD simulation at 1000 K show the diffusion of 7̂ . (a) 
h (atoms 1 and 2) is shown in its quenched configuration, (b) The complex achieved a 
ffrst jump and I2 now consists of atoms 2 and 3 after an exchange between atoms 1 and 3. 
About 570 time step separate (a) from (b). (c) 500 time step later, I2 has completed tiie 
second jump and consists of atoms 3 and 4 after an exchange process between atoms 2 
and 4. 
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Figure 3.14 shows a few frames from a typical mn of r, at 1000 K. In the first 

frame we show the defect in its quenched form (atoms 1, 2, 3). The defect achieves the 

first jump after an exchange between atoms 1 and 4. A few hundred-time steps later, 

another jump accmes after an exchange between atoms 2 and 5. 

/ ; diffuses at low temperatures. It requires 1 ps to do two jumps at 77 K, while at 

1000 K it takes about 2.5 ps for the two jumps. No jump occurs after 14 /?5 at 10 K. 

Figure 3.15 shows the estimated diffusivity for 73° compared with the diffusivity of 7 and 

the fransition metals in silicon [119]. Note that we have a large error bar since we 

calculate the diffusivity using only two diffusion steps. However, the estimated 

diffusivity is very large number (-6x10^ cm^ js at 1000 K). 

Figure 3.16 shows the potential energy versus time as 73"diffuse at 77 K. The 

maximum variations are smaller than 0.3 eV. This value over estimate the actual barrier 

of diffusion, since it is the total potential energy of the 64+3 Si atoms in the cell, and Si 

atoms not involved with the diffusion vibrate around their equilibrium position and 

contribute to the total potential energy. Our calculations demonstrate that, under 

conditions of self-interstitial supersaturation, the 73" complex will form and become the 

fastest diffusing defect, much more mobile than 7 or any other 7„. 

In 7*, the three I's rapidly exchange position with each other but the complex 

remains within one tetrahedral cage. The exchange occurs within ap5 or so. 
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Figure 3.14: A few steps from an MD simulations at 1000 K showing the diffusion of 

73". (a) 73" (atoms 1, 2, and 3) is shown in its quenched configuration, (b) - (d): An 

exchange process occurs involving atoms 1 and 4. (e): The complex achieved a ffrst 

jump and 73" now consists of atoms 2, 3, and 4. About 800 time step separate (a) from 

(e). (f) A few himdred time steps later, I^ has jumped again and consists of atoms 3, 4, 

and 5, following an exchange of atoms 2 and 5. 
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Figure 3.15: Diffiision coefficient of 73" estimated from our MD simulations. The 
measured diffiision coefficients of some impurities and the isolated self-interstitial are 
shown for comparison. Figure obtained from Ref [119]. 
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Figure 3.16: The total potential energy versus the time as 73" diffuse at 77 K. Each time 

step is 2fs. 
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3.4 Clustering of 73" 

The issue of self-interstitial precipitation is a challenge for ab initio theory. 

If one begins with a locally large concentration of 7's, they will quickly form small 

clusters 1„, with «=1, 2, 3, 4, etc., but if 7 is the only fast-diffusing species, the process is 

likely to stop there unless a continuous supply of I's is provided. However, theory 

predicts that 73 cluster is exfremely mobile even at low temperatures. This opens the 

possibility that the precipitation of 7 's involves contributions from small clusters such as 

7°, attracting each other and forming larger precipitates. In this section we assume that 

73'' is the building block of larger defect stmctures by studying the reactions 73" -t- 73" -^ 7̂  

and 7̂  -1- 73" -^ Ig. 

Figure 3.17 shows the 216-host atom cell. We place 73 (or 7 J around a centrally 

located BC site then place another 73" at BC sites along various crystalline directions. All 

the BC sites shown by dots on the figure are considered. For every 73 +1^or 7̂  +1" 

combination, all the stmctures are quenched and their energies recorded. These 

complexes are very similar to isolated 73" and I" or 7, when at large distances, but they 

interact and form new complexes when near each other. 

The calculated gain in energy as i; approaches another 7; as a function of their 

separation and for various approach directions are shown in Figure 3.18. The distance 

between the two complexes is defined as the separation between their respective 
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Figure 3.17: In the 216 atom cell, one 73" is centered at a cenfrally-located BC site. The 
second 73" is placed at other BC sites along various crystalline dfrections. Only the BC 
sites are shown. The dfrections, which lead to large energy gain as the two complexes get 
closer to each otiier, are labeled, (a) is < OTl >, (b) is < OTT >, and (c) is < 2T1 >. 
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Figure 3.18: Energy gained as two73" complexes get closer to each other to form 7 .̂ 
One 73" is at the origin, the second approaches from the right along the directions shown 
in Figure 3.17. 

geometrical centers. In the nearest possible separation, the 7g complex forms. Only the 

easiest approach directions are shown. These directions are perpendicular to both the 

{311} and {111} plane. Note that the largest separation between the two complexes in 

this cell is slightly over 10 A, a separation at which some interaction already occurs. We 

estimate that the reaction 73" -1-73'' -> 7̂  releases at least 2.5 eV, which is a substantial 

gain. 

Figure 3.19 shows the most stable configuration of 7 .̂ It is best described as two 

identical triangles in {111} planes, separated by 2.0 A and centered at a BC site. The 
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Figure 3.19: The most stable configuration of tiie 7̂  cluster consists of two identical 

friangles rotated by 60° relative to each otiier, centered at a BC site (dot). 
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triangles are not exactiy equilateral (the sides are 2.51,2.69, and 2.87 A, respectively) but 

the entire complex is close to frigonal. It is remarkable that the most stable 73 and 7̂  

complexes are botii centered at a single BC site. 7̂  has two host atoms substantially 

displaced from the equilibrium sites (1.6 A) in order to accommodate the entire complex. 

The calculated gain in energy as 7̂  approaches 7̂  as a function of their 

separation and for various approach directions is shown in Figure 3.20. The distance 

between the two complexes is defined as the separation between their respective 

geomefrical centers. In the nearest possible separation, the 7, complex has formed. Only 

the easiest approach directions are shown, which are perpendicular to the {311} and 

{111} planes. The reaction 7, + It -> / , releases about 3.0 eV, a gain even larger than 

thatfor73"-^73"->7,. 
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Figure 3.20: Energy gained as I" gets closer to 7̂  to form Ig. The 7g complex is at the 

origin, and 73" approaches from the right along the directions shown in Figure 3.17. 
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CHAPTER rv 

DISCUSSION 

In this dissertation, we have used first-principles MD simulations based on 

density functional theory, within the local density approximation, in periodic supercells 

containing 64 up to 216 host atoms to sttidy the static and dynamic properties of neutral 

self-interstitial aggregates in silicon. 

4.1 Static Properties 

Simulated quenching of the 7„ complexes with n = 1, •.., 4 has been performed 

using self-consistent ab initio LCAO MD simulations based on DF theory. These 

calculations used DZP basis sets in 128-host atom cell with a 2x2x2 Monkhorst-Pack 

mesh for k -points sampling of the Brillouin zone. Simulated quenching was used to find 

the local minima of the potential energy surface for each of the complexes. 

Our calculations show that the neufral self-interstitial has only one stable 

configuration, the split-<110>. We disagree with Needs [86] regarding the stability of 

the hexagonal interstitial site and find that site to be unstable. In converts to the split-

<110> configuration after a quench following a 1000 time step mn at 1000 K. On the 

other hand, we agree about the stmcture of the neutral self-interstitial, in particular that its 

center is shifted by about 0.8 A in the <001> direction. 

Band stmcture calculations in the 128 host atoms cell show that the split-<110> 

self-interstitial may induce a state close to the conduction band more localized than 
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previously believed [86, 91]. An inspection of the energy spectta reveals tiiat all the 

other 7„ complexes are electrically active. 

12 has only one local minimum, its configuration consists of two atoms along the 

{110} direction and tiie defect is centered at a BC site (see Fig. 3.6). Calculations 

involving 7„ aggregates with n larger than 2 involve several local minima of the potential 

energy surface, leading to a range of metastable configurations. The binding energy of 

the I„ complexes (Table 3.2) show that the I^ is the most stable of the small 7„ 

complexes. It consists of an equilateral ttiangle in the {111} plane. 

It is often assumed that supercell calculations are converged with respect to k -

point sampling with a single k point already for the 64-host atom cell. We find that this 

assumption is not correct. Geometry optimizations with Conjugate Gradient and the F 

point only were performed down to maximum forces less than 0.03 eV/A, If a 2x2x2 

mesh is added to the converged geometry, the maximum force increase to 0.10 or even 

0.30 eV/A, and further geometry optimization with multiple k points are needed. Total 

energy differences are affected. Increasing the number of k -points from 4 to 32 does 

not make any where near as much difference in the energies as going from 1 to 4. The 

geometries obtained with single k point are good. However, the detailed features of the 

band stmctures are affected up to 32 k -point. 
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4.2 Dynamic Properties 

Constant temperature mns of tiie I„ complexes with n = \,--,A have been 

performed. These calculations used minimal basis set in 64 host atom cell with four k -

points (Harris functional) and SZ basis in 64 and 216 host Si atom but only the F point 

with SIESTA. The results were mostly independent of cell size, basis sets size, and 

number of ^-points used. 

Constant temperature mns at 1000 K for tiie 1„ complexes show that h and 7° 

diffuse extremely fast. Botii of them are located around a single BC site, with nearest 

neighbor host atoms substantially displaced from their ideal site. The diffusion occurs by 

single exchange process involving one self-interstitial and one host atom, followed by a 

rearrangement of the complex. 73" even diffuses at low temperatures (77 K), and potential 

energy variation never exceed 0.3 eV as 73" makes two consecutive diffusion jumps. 

Our calculations predict that I2 and 73° can not be seen experimentally since they 

diffiise much too fast and are therefore likely to react with defects or impurities before 

they can be detected. The diffusion of 7̂  and 73" occur systematically in our calculations, 

regardless of cell size, basis set, or temperature. Since we started these mns with fully 

quenched configurations, no initial "kick" is involved. The diffusion continues well after 

the cell has thermalized. 

The self-interstitials in 7* continuously exchange position with each other but the 

center of mass of the complex remains stable. There is no hint of diffusion even after 

several thousand time steps at 1000 K. This cluster has a trigonal symmetry and has been 
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proposed as the defect responsible for the W optical center [41]. Our results are not in 

conflict with such an assignment. We also confirm the stmcture and stability of 7^. 

4.3 Clustering of 73" 

A fast diffusing 7; is normally assumed to be responsible for the formation of 7„ 

precipitates. Most researchers take it for granted that 7; must diffuse much faster than 72, 

which itself must diffuse faster than I3, etc. So the accepted scenario for the evolution 

from point defect to extended defect was: 

I + 1 ̂ > I2+ ^2 
-I- 7 -> 73 -I- Af'j 

+ 7->7„-fA£„. 

Our dynamic results predict that this scenario is totally incorrect and that 72 and especially 

73" are extremely mobile even at low temperatures, certainly much more mobile than h at 

any temperature. This opens the possibility that the precipitation of /s involve 

contributions from small clusters such as 73", attracting each other and forming larger 

precipitates. Simulated quenching has been performed using the self-consistent SIESTA 

code. Our calculations were done in the 216-host atom cell and the k -points sampling is 

reduced to the F point. The basis set used was a SZ for the atoms at a crystalline site, and 

DZP for the atoms that are away from perfect sites. 
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We have shown that the reactions 73" +1^ -> 7̂  and 7̂  -1- 73" -> Ig result in 

large gains of over 2.5 eV and 3.0 eV, respectively, strongly suggesting that the 

formation of large precipitates could well involve such clusters. 
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